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Abstract: In recent decades, video compression has become the primary focus of intensive studies. Besides there is a great 
development in video compression technique in these days; and this technique is used in large number of applications. Video 
compression techniques is used to reduce and remove the less important video data and so the digital video data will be sent 
effectively and received over a network and stored on computer disks. In this paper, the research is set out with an idea about 
various techniques available for video compression. Nowadays, numerous video compression techniques were introduced. Those 
are with significant compression techniques, a vita land the reduced file will be gained without any loss in effect in the visual 
quality. H.265/HEVC exhibits higher improvement in coding performance over its predecessors. These are both VCEG and 
MPEG articulating the next generation norms. The overview of the advancement of these next-generation video coding 
initiatives and current upcoming video coding techniques was provided in this research work.  Several papers and research 
materials were published related to these subject and some of these are taken for this research study. This survey is conducted to 
define the different fundamental methods available for video compression; video compression techniques application strategies ; 
different generations; the upcoming video compression techniques and trends; various issues parallel with the emerging 
technologies. 
Keywords: H.265/AVC, Video Codec, KTA, MPEG, VCEG, Video Compression, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Video compression, a key enabler for these apps and there are countless industry standards for video codec 
(compression/decompression) and patented algorithms for saving and transferring video in digital mode. This techniques permit 
needed remedies to display video data in a more compressed and rigid way and so it can easily achieve the storage of that 
compressed video data besides transmission of video can be done in less cost in terms of its size, bandwidth and in a minimal power 
consumption. Compression techniques are  there to utilize the advances in algorithms besides it  over take control of ongoing 
increase in present processing horsepower with reduction in cost integrated circuits like processors in digital media. Dissimilarities 
are there available in reduction standards and also bounds with the execution of quality based on optimizations for the basic needs of 
the  application which is aimed to be achieved.  In general term, video compression, a technology, Which is relevant for 
transforming video signals aimed at maintaining initial quality under different limitations, such as storage limitations, time delay 
limitations or computing energy limitations. It takes benefit of data compression between anticipated frames to reduce the storage 
needed when using computing resources. In the following years, the requirement of highly efficient video coding standard with 
superior capabilities become stronger with worldwide accepted HD video and the beyond HD formats like 4k×2k or 8k×4k 
resolutions. Due to the updation of higher resolution in stereo or multiview devices the requirement become much more stronger. 
But network of these days suffer from several challenges. ITU-T and ISO/IEC  are the two  international organizations that indicates 
the quality for video compressions. ISO/IEC MPEG standard includes MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG-4 Part 10 (AVC), 
MPEG-7, MPEG- 21 and M-JPEG. ITU-I VCEG standard includes H.26x series, H.261, H.263, H.264 unimportant H.2645/HEVC.  
At present, these VCEG and MPEG are starting their video coding project for upcoming generation. This new generation project 
plans to achieve the latest needs of upcoming applications, that might reflect  on the standard of  video coding.High Efficiency in 
Video Coding (HEVC), represents H.265 and MPEG-H Part 2, is a video compression efficiency, which is designed and represent 
as a successor to the most used AVC (H.264 or MPEG-4).  While comparing both AVC, HEVC, which offers from 25% to 50%, 
they provide better data reduction with equivalent video quality, or generated improved video quality at the same bit 
rate.H.265/HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) was invented by the JCTVC group to replace the place of the current 
H.264/AVC standard. The improvement of H.264/AVC rate distortion performance is the goal of the HEVC codec. Further, new 
applications, like beyond high definition resolutions 4k×2k (i.e. in terms of resolution 3840 × 2160 pixels) and 8k×2k (i.e. in terms 
of resolution 7680 × 4320 pixels) can be used in higher means. The transcoding of H.264/AVC to HEVC contains two main 
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motivations. First is that, when applications are launched that will utilize the emerging new standards, transcoder ought to be ready 
to promote interoperability for the legacy video encoded in H.264/AVC format. Second is to  control of the higher rate distortion 
performances of the HEVC, at the time of straight migration of video format due to abundant existence of video content encoded in 
the H.264/AVC format. 

 
Fig. 1 : Video Encoder and Video Decoder 

This whole process is described in fig.1. The fact is,encoding is more complex than decoding.  Because of these reasons research 
works and further efforts of implementation are highly focused on encoding.  
Transcoder is used to convert from one compressed bit stream to another compressed bit stream. At the time of transcoding several 
properties may change: the video format, the bitrate of the video, the frame rate, the spatial resolution, coding tools used and even 
the insertion of new information on the video, such as watermarking, hidden data or a layer for error resilience.  There is a 
possibility to make use of the trivial transcoder approach, which consists of whole decoding the primary bitstream with completely 
re-encoding in the final targeted bitstream. If any information found in the source bitstream does not used, then this approach will be 
inefficient from the complexity point of view. 
The discussion view of this survey is explained below: Section II, where survey of literature is mention. Sections III, which contains 
various methods used for compressing video and transcoding from H.264 to HEVC are described. In section V conclusion is 
discussed. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
In literature survey, this research work have spread light on various authors [1-4] published various results of different transcoding 
techniques for HEVC. Transcoding, which is done on the basis of mode mapping [1] is implemented to get more stable results over 
wide range of sequences. As there are very large numbers of modes in HEVC, mode mapping is a significant technique of 
transcoding. Higher speed for transcoding will be achieved through machine learning technique [2]. For complexity reduction, the 
new codec based on complexity scalable technique is introduced [3]. Reduction in transcoding time is done by coding unit 
classification technique with background modeling [4]. 
AvishekSaha et al. [5] have concentrated on reducing search locations in block matching on the basis of motion estimation.  Spatial 
correlation is used in this algorithm, inorder  to dismiss neighboring blocks, which have the probability of less being, which 
becomes the perfect match with the candidate block. The proposed algorithm is free from formerly designed search patterns. The 
decision which was taken to dismiss the neighborhood was selected dynamically on the basis of present threshold [Th]. Shift 
parameter d, explains the extension of the neighborhood for the purpose of elimination. Thus, decrease in the amount of searches 
make changes in dynamically by depending the contents of input. An Adaptive Neighborhood Elimination Algorithm (ANEA) has 
been proposed where by the Th and d parameters are updated adaptively.  
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Lili Hsieh et al. [6] have projected two efficient fast motion estimation algorithms with a two-stage predictive search on the basis of 
joint patio temporal correlations are proposed to shorten the confusion in searching. In the first stage, a plain form of research is 
undertaken from motion vectors related with six spatial and temporal blocks, further attempts to find the origin of required search 
range and is highly connected with the global optimum.  Then second stage, searches are done with theblock-based gradient and 
with predictive partial search algorithms were used to do search vividly the required range from the  point of starting for the best 
motion vector. Results of simulation have shown that the algorithms have vehemently reduced the number of checked points to 
1.55% and 0.78% as like the complete search method and provides a great improvement in performance in terms of computational 
complexity, PSNR and bit rates as like full search and some authorized search methods. 
N.Geetha and K.Mahesh [18] In this research work the author proposes Rijndael Reflector State algorithm. In this algorithm the 
author increases steps in the former rijndael algorithm. In rijndael algorithm there are four transformations in each round. In each 
round the author add fifth step in four transformations. In the fifth transformation the author interchanges the diagonal element of 
the state array. But it cannot be  applicable for large size files. 

III. VARIOUS VIDEO COMPRESSING METHODS 
A. Basic Techniques 
Video coding standards are mainly  based on the motion prediction and discrete cosine transform produce block artifacts at low data 
rate. To decrease the  blocking artifacts a lot of work with the usage of post processing techniques has been done .  Valid number of 
works are undertaken to investigate the purpose of wavelets in video coding. To reduce blocking artifacts mainly two directions are 
there: 1 In the first one we have to code the prediction error of the hybrid scheme using the DWT. 2 The second one is there to fill 3-
D wavelet decomposition.  
With these approaches we have reported improvements of coding efficiency in regards with the hybrid schemes. These schemes are 
available there to execute further functionalities like scalability and progressive transmission. It is also included in one of the 
approaches which projects major improvements with the hybrid approach. The approach is the combination of affine motion 
compensation. Data rate ranging between 20 and 50% are squirrel with the help of model, H.263+. This corresponding gains in 
PSNR are ranging from 3 to 0.8 dB.  

B. Video Compression Standards 
Video Compression, explains a form of decreasing the data applicable to encode digital video content. The reduction in data 
translates provide various benefits like reduced storage requirements and little transmission bandwidth requirements, for a video clip 
content. 
Video compression technique indulges in redundant of information, which is not considered to be important to the video content, 
and an effective video compression codec (format) is one which provides the beneficiary things mentioned former: without any loss 
in the degradation of visual experience of that video content, post compression, and without requiring significant hardware overhead 
to achieve the compression. 

C. Timeline of Video Compression Standards 

Fig. 2 : Video Compression Standards Timeline 
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D. Video Codec 
A video codec, an electronic circuit or software, which is used to reduce or increase the size of digital video. It transfers raw 
(uncompressed) digital video into a compressed form or vice versa. 
In the term of video compression, “codec” represents concatenation of “encoder” as well as “decoder”—a device that is used for the 
purpose to only reduce or decrease is typically called an encoder, and one that only decompresses is a decoder. 
The compressed or reduced data format, conforms to a best form of video compression specification. This form of compression is 
little loss, which means that the compressed video lacks some information in the original video. 
MPEG (Motion Picture Experts Group) is one of the most reputed thing in the families in video codec, and it is the most widely 
used video format. The MPG, MPE, MPA, M15, M1V, MP2 etc. are all branches of this family. MPEG format, includes MPEG 
video, MPEG audio and MPEG (video, audio synchronization) of three parts, MP3 (MPEG-3) audio files is a typical application of 
the MPEG audio, video include MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and MPEG4. 
1) MPEG-1 
2) MPEG-2 
3) MPEG-4 
4) DivX 
5) XviD 
6) X264 

Table 1. Summary the ideo compression techniques, its areas of application and the, methodology of the techniques. 
Ref. 
No. Techniques Methodology 

1 

Particle 
Swarn 
Optimization 
(PSO) 

Block matching in motion estimation is essentially an optimization problem while the 
conventional PSO approach is capable of achieving high accuracy 
in block matching it.  

2 

Block 
matching 
using DCT 
and DWT 

Block matching algorithm helps to find motion vector for each blocks within a search range 
and finds a best match that minimize an error measure. 

3 
Pattern 
Based Pixel 
Decimation 

A new pixel decimation block matching algorithm is proposed to compensate the drawback in 
regular 
pixel decimation techniques. This pattern based algorithm can reduce the heavy computational 
burden of the FSA without significantly increasing 
the prediction error of the predicted frames. 

4 
Accordion 
Function 

In this proposed method input video to reduce the spectral And temporal redundancies using 
accordion function. it converts the temporal redundancy into the spatial redundancy, which 
was removed using  Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) 

5 

Adaptive 
Neighborhoo 
d 
Elimination 
Algorithm 
(ANEA) 

The proposed NEA is based on the spatial correlation property of collocated Marcoblocks. 
This approach 
reduces the number of candidate blocks in a dynamic and content dependent manner and thus 
overcomes the fixed patterns based limitations of existing fast BMAs. This new ANEA gives 
substantially high reconstructed video quality with very high coding 
efficiency. 

6 

Wavelet 
Based Rate 
Scalable 
Method 

It provides new novelty algorithm for a hybrid video compression algorithm. In this algorithm 
achieved effective compression in videos for the following steps. First, an adaptive motion 
compensation scheme  is used. Second, a spatial orientation tree modified zero tree algorithms 
that use not only the frequency  bands, but also the color channels to scan the wavelet 
coefficients. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Although various algorithms proposed for video compressions,  numerous challenges remain unanswered. In this paper, survey has 
been taken in various  methods for the purpose of video compression that have seen, that all the schemes discussed above Huffman , 
Runlength, PSO, Block matching using DCT and DWT, Active mesh based Motion Compensation Algorithm, PCA based method, 
Pattern Based Pixel Decimation, Accord Function, ANEA, Wavelet based Rate Scalable method and so on.  Also we have extended 
our research to analyze the different video compression techniques and  latest technique (H.265/HEVC) are there for compression of 
videos is also included. It is seen here that H.265/ HEVC has developed by these two ISO/IEC (MPEG) and ITU-T (VCEG) 
organizations. At present, many new schemes are proposed in this area of video compression. This survey paper will extend its hand 
for finding the best methods in video compression of current trends and next level of problem identification technique in order to 
overcome by reducing the shortcoming in the existing method. 
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